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youtube.com/watch?...Page 2 TOP EDIT: For complete spoilers, check out my map of absolutely everything! Relatively free spoiler, arranged by general meeting time. EARLY GAMEThe monster with chainsaw sword (BESTIARY #11) towards the beginning has a great weapon and fantastic shard, firm for
both. The second Harpy creature you meet, in the towers, has a shockingly large offensive shard. There's a room in towers with two. I highly recommend maxing their level. Later I post some of the best locations. Very picturesque enemies (BESTIARY #20) have a very strong shard evoke, especially when
powered. In fact, I used it almost exclusively throughout the game. LATE GAMEWhen farming for gold best is to farm the enemy water horse. It's just to the left of the warp point to their area, with five bats. Throw away a weapon that you can break down into gold. GENERAL BUGS /ANNOYANCESSome
times items just get stuck in a wall/ground. If you vacate or especially vacate a room and leave soon enough, you will still receive the article. You can't throw some spells while directly facing a wall. I'm not sure if this is intended. If you leave a room like you're in the animation to get a shard you won't get.
EDIT: Added spoiler friendly bestial numbers. Okay, guys, it was real. Be careful of spoilers in the comments. Next stop for me, making a complete, comprehensive map! If any of you played Timespinner, I'm the guy who made the map for that game, so expect to this level of detail. :)Page 2 233 comments
I just got my platinum trophy on PS4, and I thought I posted some tips that would have helped me a ton if I met them earlier :)Ranking shards is good, but focus on the important ones first (passive, familiar), not just upgrade every shard you can all the time as I was doing, because it will run out of the
materials needed for crafting gear. Craft all gear at once, then buy it... Gold farming is super fast, just look up those where you make 300k in 5 minutes running back and forth over lamps (section waterways I think). Make 1 good fast weapon first, and then focus on other tools first (such as scarves, jewelry,
head elements). No armor and last weapons. The others are faster to finish, and this way you don't spread across all categories, plus you get a sense of achievement for finishing each category. And don't forget to make all the recipes... Make them all at once, eat them (you can buy them after you make
them once) so you have all the state bonuses. Don't make the farming item harder on you, then it should be... Like I would have made my big sword. Make a Quickly and equip the shard that gives you a chance to steal items every time you hit. Item farming is way faster this way, and it also works very well
on these hard end farm bosses, you most likely get their every fight drop, instead of once every 6 or all the techniques... It might look like a lot of work, but they were actually quite fun. If the penetrate doesn't seem to work, make sure you hold SQUARE after the sequence, it's actually pretty awesome. I did
mostly in the room with the dragon behemoth (nice save room close, 3 rooms to the right). But the bosses of the end work very well, too... For example, I did penetrate against the slot machine, and maxed in one fight. If you're missing the cameras on the map, take screenshots of the map and get them on
your PC (for example, via USB). Then you can compare it to a map 100% much easier. for example, by deleting all map surfaces (make them transparent) and overlaying the map on a 100% map. Don't focus much on leveling on your own.... you will easily hit 99 only agricultural elements and mastering
techniques. And above all: have a ton of fun. I know I did... NG+ here I came! Page 2 23 comments I've never played this kind of game before and although I'm loving it I'm also having a pretty hard timePage 2 18 comments I'm getting it for btw switch (yes, I've heard about the problems but it's the only
platform I can get it on). Thank you in advance :) So I'm not very great at games like that, and I know that encouraging exploration is the key to games like that, but I'd also prefer some of my first guidance go around. I enjoy it, but I tend to get frustrated because of the very very open world and having to
remember every place for every capacity. Hey all, I took this game a while back when it was released on steam, but I'm just now starting to play. Any tips or tips that you would offer that will save me a ton of problems later? I used to play the heck out of SOTN, so this games of controls feel like second
nature to me, but I'm still working out the best types of weapons and which shards to upgrade, etc. polygon.com/guides... Hey folks, just bought blood stains, didn't play castlevania or previously bloodstained game. Is there anything besides metroidvania tropes, which is specific to this game that cannot be
explained (I.E. hidden mechanics and controls)? Page 2 13 comments
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